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A B S T R A C T
The paper investigates the effects of misspecifying the disturbances in a linear 
regression model as homoscedastic on the efficiency properties of the Stein-rule estimators. 
Asymptotic distribution of the Stein-rule estimator based on the OLS estimator is derived when 
the disturbances covariance matrix is nonscalar. The effects of non-homoscedasticity of the 
disturbances on the dominance conditions of the Stein-rule estimator is also observed. The 
risks under quadratic loss function of the Stein-rule estimators based on the OLS and the FGLS 
estimators are compared under a Pitman drift criterion.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Stein-rule estimator of the regression coefficient vector in a linear regression model 
with homoscedastic disturbances dominates, under the criterion of quadratic loss or mean 
squared errors, the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator when some conditions related to the 
observation matrix of the explanatory variables are satisfied. In many practical applications of 
the linear regression model however, the assumption of homoscedasticity is usually not met, 
and the consequences of ignoring nonscalar disturbances when they are in fact present are well 
known in estimation and inference.
In an early study, Rothenberg (1984) considered a linear regression model with the 
disturbance covariance matrix depending upon a few unknown parameters and derived the 
Edgeworth type asymptotic expansion for the distribution of a linear function of the feasible 
generalized least squares (FGLS) estimator of the regression coefficients. Grubb and Magee 
(1988) obtained the asymptotic distribution of the OLS and FGLS estimators when the 
covariance parameters follow a Pitman drift such that the disturbance covariance matrix 
approaches the identity matrix asymptotically. They compared the variances of the OLS and 
FGLS estimators when the disturbance covariance matrix is locally nonscalar and discussed a 
number of examples. Chaturvedi and Shukla (1989) proposed a family of Stein rule 
estimators based on the FGLS estimator and derived the approximate distribution of this 
family of estimators when the sample size is large. They have also provided the conditions for 
the dominance of the Stein rule estimator over the FGLS estimator under a quadratic loss 
function and under the concentration probability approach.
In this paper, we consider a general linear model with nonscalar disturbances and 
investigate the efficiency properties of a family of Stein rule estimators that are based 
erroneously on the assumption of homoscedastic disturbances. First , Edgeworth type 
asymptotic expansions of the distribution of these estimators are derived and the risk under a 
quadratic loss function of these estimators is compared with that of the OLS estimator.
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Secondly, when the disturbance covariance matrix is locally nonscalar, the risk of the Stein 
rule estimator based on the OLS estimator is compared with the risk of the Stein rule estimator 
based on the FGLS estimator. Some examples of the basic results are are finally given
2 . THE MODEL AND STEIN-RULE ESTIMATOR
Let us consider a general linear regression model
where y is an n x 1 vector of observations on dependent variable, X is an n x p matrix of 
observations on p independent variables, (3 is a p x 1 vector of regression coefficients and u is
£2 = Q, (9) are functions of an unknown q x 1 parameter vector 0. The parameter space of 0 is 
an open subset of the q - dimensional space.
The OLS estimator of (3 is given by
Now, we consider the following family of Stein-rule estimators for which is based on 
the assumption that the disturbances are homoscedastic and obtained through shrinking the OLS 
estimator towards the null vector:
y = XP + u, Eu = 0, Eu u' = a 2 Q_1, (2.1)
an n x 1 vector of disturbances assumed to follow the normal probability law. The elements of
b = (X'X) '1 X'y, (2.2)
with
E(b - P) (b - p)' = a 2 (X'X)-1 X 'Q -lX  (X'X)-1. (2.3)
Let § be a consistent estimator of 0 and tl = Q (§) is obtained by replacing 0 by § in 
Q.. Then, a FGLS estimator of P is given by
$ = (X’ tl X)-1 X’ tl y. (2.4)
(2.5)
3 . ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE STEIN-RULE ESTIMATOR
Before obtaining the asymptotic distribution of b(a), we introduce the following 
notations:
D = ^ X 'X , D * = i x '^ - 1 x  
S = P'DP, Y = ^ tr fl-1  
C(a) = —  D 2 [b(a) - P]
G
a  = 1—  D ip  
Vn 5
X = D-i D* D-i - 2a~ Y q2 p - i  D* D-* - -D* 
no5 5
(p p’ D' 1 + D-1 p p') D-i ].
Theorem 1: Let X'X) tends to a positive definite finite matrix as n tends to infinity. Then,
the asymptotic distribution of £(a), to order OpCn'1), is normal with mean vector a  and 
dispersion matrix X.
Proof: We can write b as
b = p + D_1z, (3.1)
where z = n"̂  X'u follows the normal distribution with mean vector 0 and dispersion matrix 
a 2 D*. Further
i (y -X b ) ' (y-X b)
= £ u ' [ l n - X ( X'X)-1 X ’]u 
= ^ tr  [{In - X (X 'X )-lX ') u u']
= Y ^  + OpCn-1), (3.2)
and
1 1
b'X 'X b n (p + n i  D - l  z ) ' D  (P + n -^D -l z)
+ 0p (n-2). (3.3)
n5
2
1 - —  B' z 
5VH P .
Utilizing (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3), we can write £(a), to order 0p (n_1), as (3.4) z(a).
C(a) = —  D* 
a
Vn 5 i 8Vn
P 'z V p  + D-!z)
= l D i z J L X 2  D - l z - 2- V  P
Vn 8 n 5 I,
(3.4)
For any p x 1 vector h, the cumulant generating function of £(a), to order 0p(n '1), is 
given by (3.5)
K(h)
= logE[exp {i h' C (a) }]
2
= - i y .  (h'D^ (3) + log E [exp î — h'D"* z J
. . . u i  M . - i w A i
= -i aJ  g- - D* D-i h + log
\ n  8 z
1 + {h* D-i D* D-i h - - h '  (P p' D* D'* + D-* D* p p ') h}
8n a
(3.5)
where we have utilized the following results
E^exp^i —  h' D 'i z = exp - | h ’ D-i D* D-i h
i —  h' D-* zE^z exp
= i oD* D-i h exp -j h’ D'* D* D 'i hj. (3.5)
Therefore, to order 0 (n*1), K(h) is same as the cumulant generating function of a normal 
variate with mean vector a and dispersion matrix Z. Hence we follow the theorem.
The bias vector, to order 0(n'1), and the MSE matrix, to order 0(n'2), of b(a) are given
E [b(a) - p ] =
n o
E [ b ( a ) - p ] [ b ( a ) - p ] '
P (3.6)
= — [(D-l D* D-l --a ^ g2 
n n 5
12 D-1 D* D-l - |  (P p' D* D-l + D -1 D* p p ') - ^  P p j ]  (3.7) 
Consider the quadratic loss function
L(P,P) = ( P - P ) ’Q ( P - P ) , (3.8)
where p is any estimator of P and Q is a p x p positive definite, symmetric matrix. Then, to 
order 0(n’2), the risk of the estimator b(a) is given by 
R[b(a)]
2 2 
= ~  [(tr (D-l D* D-l Q) - --y —  {2tr(D-lD*D-lQ) 
n n 8
i  P'D*D-lQ|3 - - ^ P ' Q P l ]  
0 0
(3.9)
Further, we have
R[b] = — tr (D*1 D* D-1 Q) (3.10)
Therefore, to order 0(n'2), the difference between the risks of the estimators b and b(a) 
is given by
R[b] - R[b(a)]
a y o 
n2 8
2 tr (D-1 D * D - 1 Q ) - ~ P ' D *  D ' 1 Q p - — p'  Q P (3.11)
Let Xz (•) and X.s(.) denote, respectively, the maximum characteristic root and minimum 
characteristic root of the matrix inside the bracket. Then, we observe that
tr (D' 1 D* D’1 Q) > Xs (Q*1)
< Xt (D-‘ Q)
and
b(a):
P ' P * P ± Q &  < (P , p *  &  ^  ( a l )  ^  (D-! Q),
5 “ (3' D (3
y  < Xz  (Q '1).
Hence, we get the following lower bound for the difference between the risks of b and 
R[b] - R[b (a)]
-  ^ ( ^ ' 1) ^ ( D - 1Q)[2 ( g - 2)-a] ,
nz 5
where
g =
Xs (Q-1) tr (D-lQ)
(3.12)
(3.13)
^ ( Q - 1) ^ (D - lQ )
Therefore, a sufficient condition for b(a) to have lower risk than b is given by
0 < a < 2 (g - 2); g > 2. (3.14)
Notice that as the ratio A,s (Q.'l)/Xz (O '1) decreases, the range of a in which b(a) 
dominates b narrows. If Xs (O '1) is very small as compared to Xz (O '1), g may become less 
than 2 and the dominance condition (3.14) may not be satisfied.
In particular, if we take matrix of the loss function Q = D, the expression (3.9) for the 
risk of b(a) reduces to
R [b (a)]
tr (D-1 D*) - a Y<?2 {2 tr (D’1 D*) - ^  (3' D* (3 - a y} 
n 8 Q
(3.15)
and the dominance condition (3.14) becomes
0 < a < 2 - 2 ; P > 2
A.s (Q"^)
(3.16)
4 . COMPARISON OF THE STEIN-RULE ESTIMATORS BASED ON OLS 
AND FGLS ESTIMATORS:
Now, we consider the following family of Stein-rule estimators based on the FGLS 
estimator:
(a) =
’ _ a_ (y - X fo)' tl (y - X %  
n f t’ X ’ ft X ft ft-
(4.1)
Following Chaturvedi and Shukla (1989), the approximate expressions for the bias 
vector and MSE matrix of $(a) are given by
E $(a) - p)
a
<))n
(4.2)
E [6(a) -p] [&(a) - p]*
Cj2
n A ' 1 + -  A ' 1 n
f q 
X Qjk ^jk 
U-k=l
where
A-l -
a a-
n<J>
2 A -1 4 + a 
0
, (4.3)
A = j x ' f l x , ^ =  p' A p
Oj = —  a, A; = -  X’ Qj X 
J 30i J n J
Qjk = \ X' Qj Q' 1 Qk X - Aj A' 1 Ak,
and Xjk is the (j,k) -th element of the matrix, 
lim
A  = n—>oo [ n E ( t  0) (fc - 9 ’)]. (4.4)
Now, we compare the risks of the estimators b(a) and $(a) under a Pitman drift process 
for 0. Let 0o be a value of 0 such that Q(0o) = In- Further, we assume that 0 s  0n follows the 
process
6n = 0O+ n-2 T|, (4.5)
where rj is an n x 1 vector of order 0(1). Thus
lim _  ^Q (0n) = In*n—
For all j, k = 1, 2, ..., q, we define
32
= (e = e0' W = ^ n l e = e„ ' <«>
Along with the regularity assumptions given by Rothenberg (1984, p817) we also 
assume that for all t > 3, n'^2 X' Q*t X and n_t/2 X' Q(t) X are of order 0(1) as n—»°°, where 
£2*t is any product of the matrices £2j(0o) and Qjk(0o) (j» k = l,...,q), such that total number 
of matrix subscripts is t, and Q(t) is any t-th order derivative of Q(0) evaluated at 0 = 0o- 
Now we write
Aj(0O) = i  X' Qj (0O)X, Ajk (0O) = IX' %  (0O) X 
A*jk(0O) = i x ' f l j ( 0o ) £2k( e O)X.
Theorem 2: If 0n follows the process (4.5), the expressions for the MSE matrices of the 
estimators b(a) and $(a), to order 0(n'2), are given by
E[ b ( a ) - P] [ b ( a ) - p ] '
= % t00'1' j i D'' ? Aj <6o)ni D‘‘' ̂  D'' 5 1 ■Ajk (6o)' 2 A‘jk(eo)}
T|j,1kD "1- ^ 5 " ( 2 °  ' ' ^ ~ ^ P  ? ) ] ’ <4'7) 
E tt(a )  • P] H (a) - P i
T  [ ° ' 1 • ° ‘1 1  Ai <9°> l i  D' '  - h D' '  z  (Aik(eo)
* j j.k
- 2  Aj(Oo) D-1 Ak(0o)} Tlj ilk D-1 + ~ D-1
I  {A’jk (9 o) - Aj(0o) D-1 Ak (90))} X|k D-1 
j.k
■S y f 2 D - '  P ' l .  (4 .8 )
no . <t>
where ry is the j-th element of Tj.
Proof: When 0n follows the process (4.5), we observe that
QA = (0o) 11J + n QJ (0O) Qk (0O) "Hk
'  5n f  -̂>k ^  ^  + °(n‘3/2)> (4.9)
D* = D - ^ r  ? A j(0 O)Tij + i  ^  A*jk (0O) rij rik
- 27? £  Ajk (®0) %  + 0(n-3/2), (4. iq)
y = l + 0 ( n - i ) .  (4.11)
Substituting the values of D* and y from (4.10) and (4.11) into the expression (3.7), we 
get the expression (4.7) for the MSE matrix of b(a).
For obtaining the expression (4.8) for the MSE matrix of $(a), we observe that
A*1 = D-1- - ^  D-l j  Aj(0o)rij D-1 - ^  D-1 2  Ajk(0O) rij T]k D-l
+ J  D-1 1  Aj(60)D-l  Ak(60) Tlj Tlk D-l + 0(n-3/2), 
jk
Qjk = I X' Qj(0o) Qk(0o) X - Aj(0o) D-1 Ak(0o) + 0(n-*).
Substitution of the above approxmate expression for A-1 and Qjk in (4.3) leads to the 
expressions (4.8) for the approximate MSE matrix of $(a).
Using (4.7) and (4.8), we get the following expression for the difference between the 
approxmate MSE matrices of b(a) and $(a):
E[b(a) - P] [b(a) - P]' - E[ fl(a) - p] [ &(a) - P]'
2
= ^  D-l ^  PjkOo) (rij rik - X,jk) D-i (4.12)
where
Pjk(0o) = A*jk(60) - Aj (0O) D-l Ak(0o)
= ^ X ’ Qj(0O) In - ~ X D-l X' ^k(0o)X. (4.13)
Notice that, to order 0(n~2), the difference between the MSE matrices of b(a) and $(a) is 
the same as the difference between the MSE matrices of b and $. Under the quadratic loss 
function (3.8), the difference between the risks of b(a) and $(a), to order 0(n'2), is given by
R[b(a)]-R[fca)]
= 3  [ri 'G(0o)Tl  - t r  {G(0O) A } ]  (4.14)
where G(0o) is a q x q matrix with (j,k)-th element tr {D'l Pjk(0o) D 'l Q}. Hence b(a) 
dominates Ap(a) whenever
tV G(0o) t| < tr {G(0O) A  }, (4.15)
and $(a) dominates b(a) whenever the reverse inequality holds.
In particular, if q = 1, we observe that
E[b(a) - P] [b(a) - p]' - E[ $(a) - p] [ &(a) - P]’
ry2
= D 'l Pn(0O) D'l (rj2 - A ). (4.16)nL
Since the matrix Pn(0o) is positive definite, the difference between the MSE matrices of 
b(a) and $(a) is positive (negative) definite whenever T]2 > (<) A , or in other words, 
whenever
lim n(0 - 6o)2 , . ,
n ^ V - X O L  (4.H)
5 . EXAMPLES
In this section two examples are considered to illustrate how the results of the paper can 
be applied in special cases.
5.1 Heteroscedastic Errors
Let us consider the following linear model with n observations classifed into q groups 
and nj observatons in the j-th group (j = 1, 2,...,q):
yi Xi ui
y2 X2 U2
= : .
yn Xq nq
(5.1)
lim
where yi and u; are n; x 1 and X; is n; x p. Again, we assume that (n;/n) > 0 andJ J J J jQ-- ÔO J
E Uj u'k = Of1 Inj -V- j = k = l,...,q
= 0 -V1 j * k. (5.2)
Then we have
W
0llnl 0 
0 02ln2
0 0
0
0
0qlnq
Y  =  l Z B i
Y « j 9, 1
D =_  I  In X' jXj
The expression (3.7) for the MSE matrix of b(a) becomes 
E[b(a) - p] [b(a) - P]'
= ( I  Xj' Xj)'l [ I  9j-> X{ Xj ■ ^  {2 X 6j-l Xj' Xj
n o
- 1 ( I  Xj'Xj) (3 (3' ( I  0j-l Xj’ Xj) - |  ( I  0j-l Xj’Xj) p p' ( I  0j-l Xj' Xj)
5 o
p P1 ( I  Xj' Xj) - ^  ( I  Xj' Xj) P P' ( I  Xj' Xj)} ] ( I  Xj’ Xj) '1 (5.3) 
no
Further, the dominance condition (3.14) reduces to 
' 0 S tr (D-lQ)0 < a < (5.4)
0-c (D -!Q )
where 0 S = minimum of ( 0 i , . . . , 0 q ) ;  0 £  = maximum of ( 0 i , . . . , 0 q ) .
Let us write rjj = sfn (0j - 0S). Then r\j > 0 for all j = 1,2,..., q and Z becomes a scalar 
matrix if T]i = rj2 = ... = T|q = 0. Thus, we take 0o = 0s-^ where 2 is a q x 1 vector will all 
elements unity. Now, for all j, k = 1, 2,...,q we have
Aj (So) = J  Xj' Xj 
Ajk(0o) = 0 
A*jk(0o) = I  Xj'Xj if j = k
= 0 if j ^  k,
. 2n0s2 i
^jk = —zrr—  + O(n-J) if j = k 
nJ
= 0 if j * k,
Pjk(6o) = £ [X j '  Xj - Xj' Xj ( I  Xi'  x £y  1 Xj' X j] ifj = k 
= - ^ ( X j * X j ) ( l X 4' X i ) - l  Xk' X k if j ^k.
Therefore, if 0 follows the process (4.5), the difference between the risks of b(a) and 
$(a), to order 0(n"2), is given by
R[b(a)] - R|fj(a)l
= i  j  tr [D-l (Xj' Xj - i  Xj' Xj D-l Xj' Xj} D-l Q]
y
(Tlj2 i  j.k t r [D- lXj ' XjD- lXk-Xk D-lQ]TijTik. (5.5)
J j* k
The above expression is negative whenever T|j2 < (2n/nj) for all j = l,...,q. In other 
words, to the order of our approximation, b(a) has lower risk than $(a) whenever
0j < 0S + V2n/nj -¥• j = l,...,q. (5.6)
If ni = maximum of (ni,...,nq), a sufficient conditon for the dominance of b(a) over 
$(a) is given by
01 < 0S + V2/n^ (5.7)
5.2 AR(1) Errors:
Suppose ut follows the AR(1) process
ut = 0 ut-i + € t; t = l,...,n, (5.8)
where 101 < 1 and for all t = l,2,...,n
E(€t) = 0
E(Gt € t+s) = V if s = 0 
= 0 if s * 0.
Then Eu u '  = g2Q_1 with a 2 = \|//(1 - 02)
Q  =
1-02
1
-0
0
0
0
-0 0 
1+02 -0 
-0 1+02
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1+02 -0 
-0 1
A consistent estimator of 0 is given by
n-1 
^  A A I  u t ut+i
t=l________
n-1
I  ut2 
t=l
where ut is the t-th element of u y-Xb. Further 
A  -  ^  [ n E ( S -  0 ) 2 ]n—>oo L J
= 1 - 0 2 .
Since £2 = In whenever 0 = 0, we take 0o = 0 and T) = Vn 0. Again 
A  = 1 - 0 2  
= 1 + 0(n-i)
Qi(0o) = —  W | 0 = 0 
00
= - B
Pll(0O) = I X'B (In - 1 X D-l X') BX,
where B is an n x n matrix with (j,k)-th element, 1 if j = k ± 1 and 0 otherwise.
Hence, to order 0(n’2), the difference between the MSE matrices of b(a) and $(a) is 
given by
E[b(a) -13] [b(a) - b]' - E[ &(a) - p] [ &(a) - p']
= D*1 X’ B(In - J x D - 1  X') B X D' 1 (Tl2 - 1) (5.9)
Since the matrix D' 1 X' B (In - ^ X D' 1 X') B X D ' 1 is positive semidefinite, b(a) 
dominates $(a) according to the MSE matrix criterion whenever I 0 I < n-i.
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